
Repurpose Your Blogs
& FAST-TRACK Your
Content Marketing

Content Marketing Mini-Course 

L I Z  S L Y MAN  



Plus
You’ll learn how to
create backlinks

Social media captions

Podcasts + audio

Mini-courses

Video content

Email campaigns

Today, you’ll learn
how to repurpose a
single blog post into:



My name is Liz and I'll be your instructor throughout this mini-training.

If you've taken any of my trainings or blog challenges, you know that I drive

this point home constantly: YOU NEED A COMPANY BLOG.

And one of the MANY reasons is that a blog can be repurposed into SO

many other content marketing assets.

Today, you're going to learn how to do just that!

If you have any questions about this training, my digital door is open.

Hi, friends! 

-Liz

Email: 
hello@lizslyman.com

 

Instagram:
@letstalkcopy 



Let’s go!



Create Multiple
Social Media
Captions Using
One Single Blog.



Using Your
Headers as Social

Media Post Topics
If you’ve taken my 30 Day Blogging Challenge

or Blogging for SEO course, you know the

importance of using HEADINGS in your blogs. 

And here’s another benefit of using headers:

Your content is divided into subtopics that

you can use for social media posts.



Let’s say your blog post has
five headers.
Each one of those headers and the subsequent text can

be used as separate social media captions. Just re-

structure the text so it’s social media friendly (shorter

lines, and depending on the platform, emojis) and you’re

good to go!



Let’s look at an example:

I took the H2 “Will
AI Replace Human
Copywriters?” and...



Turned it into an Instagram post:



And a
LinkedIn
post…



And a Facebook post.



And a Pin.



And a tweet. 
See the meta
description? If you’ve
taken my Blogging for
SEO course, you’re a pro
on meta descriptions.
Here’s one in action!



Do the same.
Have other platforms?



Tips: Chop up your content accordingly. Shorter form platforms

like Twitter and Pinterest allow a more limited amount of

characters than Facebook, LinkedIn, or Instagram.

Tailor your content to each platform. An Instagram

audience is typically more responsive to emojis than your

audience on LinkedIn. 

Drive traffic back to your website where possible! Use your

snippets as a teaser to read the whole article.

LOVE single lines you’ve written? Use them as standalone

captions. You aren’t limited to entire chunks of text.



Turning Blog Posts
into Mini-Courses

Take points from each section of your blog post

and separate them into different slides. Add

design, and you’ve got yourself a mini-course.

Let’s look at an example:

I took THIS ARTICLE from my agency’s website and

turned it into THIS MINI-COURSE that I sent out to

my email subscribers.

Informational or prescriptive blog

posts are PERFECT for turning into

mini-courses or presentations. 

https://amplihigher.com/5-ways-to-use-framing-in-your-content-marketing/
https://lizslyman.com/new-liz-slyman/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/5_Ways_to_Use_Framing_in_Your_Content_Marketing.pdf
https://lizslyman.com/new-liz-slyman/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/5_Ways_to_Use_Framing_in_Your_Content_Marketing.pdf


Transform
Blog Posts into

Podcasts

Blog posts are typically more conversational

than a long-form article, and perfect for a

podcast script. Record yourself (or have

someone else do it for you) reading your blog

post, make any audio edits, slap on an intro and

outro, and BAM. You’ve got a podcast episode.



Tips:
Practice reading so that it doesn’t SOUND like you’re reading from a script.

Podcasts are conversational; you want to engage your audience with an authentic

sounding audio rather than sounding like you’re reading directly from the text.  

Oftentimes when speaking, you’ll want to add in a personal anecdote or add onto

what you’re reading from. You can use your blog post as a guide or outline to

speak from instead of feeling forced to read it word-for-word.

Not everything will flow directly from your blog post to your podcast. For example,

phrases like “click here for an example” aren’t going to translate. The same with

your headers: these might work well to organize your content on your blog post,

but if you’re following the “script” too closely it may sound unnatural.



 Use the audio recording over the mini-course or presentation   

 we just talked about.

 Use a still-frame background and play the audio over it, using

closed captioning for a visual effect.

 If you’re comfortable on video, use a “Teleprompter” type       

 app and use your blog post as a script to speak directly to   

 your audience (but remember not to make it too robotic.            

 Be conversational and use your blog as a guide!).

1.

2.

3.

Turn Your
Blog Post into
Video Content

You know that audio you

just recorded? You can turn

it into video content. Here

are a few ways to do that:
You can use these as YouTube videos (and embed the video on

the top of your blog post for even MORE of an SEO boost) or

chop them up and use them as TikToks, Reels, and other short

form video content.



Taking Blog Content
& Turning it Into
Email Campaigns

Your email list is GOLD. 

The people who have given you their direct

contact information have expressed EXPLICIT

interest (if you’re building your list the right way)

in your product or service. Keep them engaged!



Here are several email campaign ideas that
involve your blog content:
1.Send out a weekly update.

Keep your subscribers up-to-date (and drive traffic back to your website) by

sending out a weekly campaign with links back to your blog posts. Be VALUE-

DRIVEN. Let them know what exactly they’ll get out of clicking the link in your email

and reading your blog.

2.Send out a weekly update.

3.If your audience is more audio or visual driven, you can send out links to your podcasts or     

  YouTube videos where you’ve recorded your blogs.

It’s all about knowing your audience and how best they’ll respond.



You have completed
this mini training!

CO NGRAT U LAT I O N S !

For more courses, resources, and copywriting
tools, visit lizslyman.com

Email: 
hello@lizslyman.com

Instagram: 
@letstalkcopy


